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The worst cases are usually caused by larger vehicles. If there is a commercial truck
accident, or a bus accident, or a train accident, the severity of the injury is likely to be
higher and the need for a lawyer is greater. Attorneys often limit their areas of
practice to a few specialties, but attorneys generally don not narrow the specialty into
sub-specialties. Personal injury attorney handles claims arising from someone's
negligence. Negligence means failing to exercise the degree of care that a
reasonable person in that situation would have exercised. If the wrongdoer drives at
50 miles per hour in a school zone and strikes a child, he would be considered
unreasonable and therefore negligent. When it comes to injury claims there is not
much distinction between injuries caused by a commercial truck accident or a bus, or
a dog attack, or a train. Visit this: KaplunMarx

The primary difference between a commercial truck accident and a typical car
accident is that the severity of the injury is likely to be worse in a truck accident and
therefore the need for a truck accident attorney would be greater. A truck accident
attorney would be helpful where the injury is severe. A typical car accident injury is
generally minor and will go away over a few months, so there is no need to hire an
car accident attorney. A typical car accident results in whiplash injuries, meaning
neck injuries that result in severe soft tissue injury pain that tends to go away over
time. In a typical truck accident at the very least the damage to the victim's vehicle is
much greater than in a typical car accident. A commercial truck accident is also likely
to cause severe injuries often resulting in fractures, closed head injuries, herniated
disc, or death and therefore a truck accident attorney would be very helpful in

reaching a reasonable resolution to an injury claim. Click here: truck accidents
help
Most truck accidents also have greater
coverage for injuries, meaning there is
insurance coverage that is much greater
than

insurance

required

for

car

accidents. This makes perfect sense,
because the probability of severe injury
or death is much greater in truck
accidents than in car accidents. If a law
firm has 18 wheeler accident lawyers, it would probably be a personal injury lawyer.
Most personal injury law firms, if not all of them, accept truck accident injury claims.
Where there is some degree of sub specialty is in the severity of the injury. There
might not be a commercial truck accident lawyer, or a train accident lawyer, or a bus
accident lawyer, or even a motorcycle lawyer, but there are law firms that limit their
practice to severe injury cases. This in turn generally means that the accident law
firm would only accept cases that are severe, which are generally a result of 18
wheeler accidents, train accidents, bus accidents, and motorcycle accidents. Get
more info: Kaplun Marx

Summary:
A mega-verdict is given by Liezerman, who tries any trucking accident case
personally. Liezerman is licensed in many states and he also takes the effort to work
with his trusted local counsels in order to update them with emerging changes in the
trucking laws.
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